
may be involved in such activities. The
problems identified by Customs include

1. Positive air· to-air identification of
aircraft penetrating an ADIZ or DEWIZ
is hindered by the difficult-to-read 3
inch identification marks displayed on
some of these aircraft;

2. Aircraft with identification (I.D.)
plates which cannot readily be seen
hamper the prompt identification of
stolen or falsely numbered aircraft; and

3. Inability to readily verify
unapproved aircraft modifications
involving unauthorized fuel tanks in the
passenger compartment or a baggage
compartment because tlie records for
approved aircraft modifications are not
required to be kept aboard the aircraft.

On july 3, 1986, the FAA issued Notie<
of Proposed Rulemaking [NPRM) No.
9 (51 FR 25174; july 10, 1986) proposing
responses to these three problems raisel
by Customs.

Registration Numbers

As discussed in the notice. Customs
and other law enforcement groups. in
combating drug trafficking by air,
frequently must attempt to identify. fron
a high-performance aircraft. 8 small low
performance aircraft including aircraft
suspected of being used in the illegal
activity. Often these operations must be
performed at night using special devices
and capabilities to enhance
identification and to apprehend
smugglers. Many of the suspected
aircraft have small. 3-ioch nationality
and registration marks (N-numbers)
which are difficult to see or detect when
attempting air-ta-air identification. This
requires maneuvering relatively close to
these aircraft so that positive
identification can be made. The use of
larger registration marks makes
identification easier and results in safer
operation by maintaining a larger (up to
six times greater) separation bet\l\ een
the aircraft.

Customs has found that many aircraft
flying into the United States display the
small, 3-inch marks. making it difficult tl
identify aircraft, including suspect
aircraft. The vast majority of the
suspected aircraft. which are not limitec
to a particular type of aircraft. pass
through an ADIZ or DEWIZ prior to
entering the United States. It is these
aircraft for which Customs, or other law
enforcement or military organizations,
are likely to attempt air-to-air
identification.

Identification Plates

The FAA has adopted several related
amendments concerning J.D. plates
based on the needs and comments of thl
a\ iation community. Section 45.11 of thE

ndment Nos. 43-29,
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Customs Service (Customs] reports that
the vast majority of illegal drug
trafficking by air into the United States
passes through an Air Defense
Identification Zone [ADlZ] or Defense
Early Warning Identification Zone
[DEWIZ). The means fur detection of
these aircraft include low altitude radar,
law enforcement pursuit aircraft. and
advanced police techniques. Those
pilots committed to evading detection by
pursuit aircraft may engage in extremely
dangerous flight techniques, such as
very low flight to avoid radar; landing
and taking off from unprepared landing
areas; operation without lights; and
operation in weather conditions beyond
the capability and/or qualifications of
the aircraft or pilot. These flight
techniques create a safety hazard for all
other aircraft in the area and for persons
and property on the ground.
Additionally, many of the aircraft used
for such operations have been equipped
with extended-range fuel tanks which
are not installed in accordance with the
Federal Aviation Regulations [FAR),
posing an additional safety hazard.
Thus, while other agencies are
responsible for criminal law
enforcement concerning illegal
substances (narcotic drugs, marijuana,
and depressant or stimulant drugs), the
hazardous aeronautical activities of
piluts engaged in smuggling and the
potential increase in volume of these
substances into the United Sta tes pose a
direct threat to air commerce. This
threat was a basis for the FAA adopting
§ 91.12 of the FAR, which provides that
no person may operate a civil aircraft
within the United States with knowledge
that narcotic drugs, marijuana, and
depressant or stimulant drugs are
carried in the aircraft, unless authorized
under Federal or State law. During
several meetings. the FAA and Customs
representatives focused on actions
required to develop more effective
means to reconcile specific drug
enforcement problems involving aircraft.
In a July 11, 1985, leiter to the FAA. the
Assistant Secretary of the Department
of Treasury outlined and proposed the
specific regulatory amendments which
Customs considered to be necessary to
assist it in curbing use of aircraft
carrying illegal substances and to
identify those aircraIt which may be
used for drug smuggling. Customs
believes that their proposed
amendments represent a significant step
toward curbing the use of aircraft for
drug smuggling. The proposed
amendments are based on the increase
of illegal drug importation by aircraft
and on the value to law enforcement
officials of positive identification of all
aircraft including those aircraft which

c<':
"".,rl
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No. 174 I Wednesday,

SUMMARY: This final rule amends the
Federal Aviation Regulations to require:
(1) that 12-inch high nationality and
registration marks be displayed on all
aircraft that penetrate an Air Defense
Identification Zone or a Defense Early
Warning Identification Zone; (2) that a
civil aircraft identification data plate be
displayed on the exterior surface of each
U.S.-registered aircraft; and (3) that a
copy of the form which authorizes the
alteration of an aircraft with fuel tanks
within the passenger or a baggage
compartment be kept on board the
modified aircraft.

These amendments are necessary
because of the increased dangers to civil
aviation resulting from the major
increase in illegal drug importations into
the United Slales by air. They are
intended to expand the effectiveness of
narcotic interdiction and, thereby,
provide for improvement in safety of
civil aviation operations, while at the
same time reducing the flow of drugs by
air into the United States.
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 8,1987.
FOR FURTHER INfORMATION CONTACT:
joseph j. Gwiazdowski, Aircraft
Manufacturing Division (AW5-200),
Office of Airworthiness, Fedenl
Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue SW.,
Washinglon, DC 20591, telephone (202)
267-9541.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Although the Federal Aviation
Airn'orthiness (FAA) does not enforce
the anti-drug smuggling and related
criminal statutes. it is concerned with
the hazards to air commerce in the
United States arising from the use of
aircraft to escape detection while
importing illegal. contraband substances
(narcotic drugs. marijuana, and
depressant or stimulant drugs) into the
United States. The hazards to air
commerce have increased consistent
with the growing number of pilots who
are willing to risk the carriage of these
illegal goode despite escalating law
enforcement activities. The U.S.

lDocket N0E3j;
45-17, and 1-il

Aircrafllde .. tion and Retention of
Fuel System Modification Records

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.
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FAR was changed by Amendment 45-3
(G2 FR 187: January 10, 1967) to require
the J.D. plate to be in an accessible
location "near an entrance:' not
necessarily an external location, to
allow for maximum l.D. plate protection
and to facilitate nonnal aircraft
inspection. Based on information
piesented by small aircraft
manufacturers, the FAA again changed
§ 45.11 of the FAR by adopting
Amendment 45-7 (33 FR 14402;
September 25, 1968) 10 provide an
optional location for an aircraft I.D.
plate. Under this option, the I.D. plate
may be affixed permanently on the
extcriol' of the fuselage near the tail
surfaces, if it is legible to an observer on
the ground. Additionally, FAA Advisory
Circular AC 45-2, Identification and
Registration Markings. which provides
guidance and information concerning
the identification and marking
requirements for aircraft. includes a
provision that, if under certain
conditions the I.D. plate had 10 be
covered or enclosed in any manner, its
accessibility is considered acceptable if
it can be revealed without the use of
tools.

The Customs Service indicates that
when investigating aircraft. including
lhose suspecled of being used for
smuggling, it is difficult to detennine
quickly whether the FAA assigned N
number is displayed appropriately on
the aircarft. Furthermore. false numbers
may be used on stolen aircraft. which
frequently are used for smuggling.
Cross-checking the N-nurnber with the
l.D. plate data, which is an integral part
of identification for the aircraft, assists
in determining whether the N-number is
false. The 1.0. plates for many aircraft.
however. are located in the aircraft
interior so that they cannot be read from
outside lhe aircraft, making it difficult
for investigators to make an on-the-spot
check of a suspected aircraft. Customs
contends that the repositioning of
existing I.D. plates, or placement of
anothpr J.D. plate on the exterior of the
aircraft near the main entra.nce. would
enable investigators to compare quickly
the serial number with the N-number to
help determine whether suspect aircraft
have been stolen or the N~numbers

falsified.

Additional Fuel Tank Installation
The FARs prescribe requirements for

the approval of major alterations to
aircraft type designs, which include such
installations as additional fuel tanks in
an aircraft. The FARs also prescribe
recordkeeping requirements for such
approvals. Most fuel tank installations
performed on aircraft operating under
Part 91 require an appropriate approval

for the type d.sign change and recording
of the completion of the modification on
FAA Form 337. Those aircraft operated
under Part 121, 127, and 135 of the FARs
may have additional fuel tanks iustalled
in accordance with applicable
requirements. of the particular
continuous airworthiness program and
prepare the documentation Ior the
alteration other than an FAA Form 337,
in accordance with the continuous
airworthiness program.

Customs reports that aircraft used to
smuggle drugs are often modified with
fuel tanks which are installed in the
paSGenger or a baggage compartment
and which are not authorized by the
FAA. These fuel tanks are installed to
permit the aircraft to make long
unrefueled flights. such as from the
United Stales to South America. This
long-range unrefueled capability adds to
the difficulty in pursuing suspected
aircraft. These unauthOlized, usually
haphazard, fuel tank inslallations creRt.
a safety hazard because there is no
.ssurance that they meet the safety
standards established by the FAA.

One problem "ith attempting to
identify the unaulhorized extended
range fuel tank installation is that it is
difficult to check, on the spot, whether
the tanks have been installed in
accordance with FAA requirements. The
FAR type certification procedures
require FAA approval for any changes
to type design of a U.S. civil aircraft,
such as modifications to install
extended-range fuel tanks.
Documentation evidencing such
approval may vary depending upon the
nahlre of the change to the aircraft's
type design.

One way that approval can be
evidenced is for an authorized person
performing the work to execute an FAA
Form 337 in accordance with Appendix
B of Part 43 of the FAR. However, there
is currently no requirement for records
of such authorization to be on board the
aircraft. Customs contends that a
regulation requiring an FAA Form 337 to
be aboard the aircraft when extended
range fuel lanks are installed within the
passenger or a baggage compartment
would assist Customs in concentrating
ili.terdiction efforts on suspicious aircraft
not authorized to have such
installations. Customs investigators can
make an on-the-spot check of the
suspected aircraft's FAA Form 337. In
addition, this action would assist the
FAA in identifying aircraft with
unauthorized fuel tanks. and thus avoid
a potential hazard to the aviation
community and the public.

Participation in Rulemaking

Notice No. 86-9 guve interested
persons an opportunity to participate in
amending these rules. Due consideration
was given to all information submitted
by the commenters. Except as discussed
in this preamble, the revisions adopted
by these amendments and the reasons
for them are the same as those in Notice
No. 66-9.

Discussion of Amendments

The FAA bas determined.that the
amendments proposed in Notice No. 86
9 should be adopted. The comments
received in response to the notice are
discussed below.

A. Improve Indentificotion ofAircraft
Penetroting the ADlZ and DEWIZ
§§45.21 and 45.29

This amendment requires that all
aIrcraft penetrating the ADIZ or DEWIZ
display 12-incb markings. However, if
any surface authorized to be marked is
nollarge enough for full-size marks,
marks as large as practicable shall be
placed on ti,e largest of the authorized
surfaces in accordance witb § 45.29(f].
- To ease the bW"den on owners of

affected aircraft which penetrate the
defense zones, under the provision of
§ 45.21(d), this amendment permits the
12-inch markings to be temporary on
those "grandfalhered" aircrafland
certain aircraft which are currently
authorized to operate with small
markings as specified in § 45.29(b).
Moroever, to avoid any burden due to
downtime. ferrying. or loss of revenue
associated with marking the affected
aircraft, a 9O-dRY period is allowed for
compliance.

Adoption of this amendment provides
for the improvement in safety associated
with air-to-air identification of all
aircroft which penetrale the ADIZ or
DEWIZ. It has no impact on lhe majority
of other aircraft operators since most
aircraft cW"rently displaying marks less
tban 12 inches high under Part 45 do not
penetrate these zones and thus pose no
problem at this time. Those aircraft with
smaller marks operating solely within
one of these zones, e,g., the Alaska
DEWIZ or ADIZ, also will not be
affected if they do not depart and
reenter (penetrate) the zone.

B. Change I.D. Plole Locotion--§ 45.11

This amendment requires that all
aircraft display an J.D. plate, as
specified by § 45.11(a), on the aircraft
fuselage exterior surface. in a location
legible to an observer on the ground. It
must be located adjacent to and aft of
the rear-most entrance door or on the
exterior surface near the tail. An aircralt
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J.D. plate affixed in an easily accessible
area. legible to an observer on the
ground. facilitates verification of aircraft
identification by FAA inspectors.
Customs investigators. and other law
enforcement officials. The amendment
provides for ready access to the LD.
plate data without having to enter the
ain:raft. It makes the LD. pIaIe
information and N-number available
simultaneously to provide a cross
reference to help determine whether the
aircraft may haye been stolen or to
determine if the registration number has
been falsified. It also facilitates FAA
inspectors' identification of aircraft for
verification of maintenance,
modification. and other airworthiness
requirements to assure safe aircraft
operation.

This amendment is not retroactive
since this could result in a major change
which would pose an undue burden on
many aircraft owners. For example, if
the LD. plates currently affixed to
aircraft. as required. were to be removed
(Le.. repositioned) from the existing
locations. this could result in damage to
tbe aircraft and LD. plate. and might
require burdensome engineering and
manufacturing changes such as
structural, interior or exterior repair. or
repainting.

As a cost-saving alternative for
aircraft manufactured prior to 90 days ~

after the effective date of this
amendment. this final rule allows the
display of just the model designation
and builder's serial number on the
fuselage exterior. adjacent to and aft of
the rear-most entrance. This may be
done if the identification plate is
secured at an accessible exterior or
interior location near an entrance. The
model designation and serial number
are required to be affixed in such a
manner that they are not likely to be
defaced or removed during normal
service. Unlike the required fireproof
I.D. plate, this "supplemental"
identification does not have to be
affixed in a manner such that it is not
likely to be lost or destroyed in an
accident. Thus. the data may be affixed
in a relatively low-cost manner. such as
by painting or decal.

C, JIIegal Fuel Tonk Installation-Port
43. Appendix B{a) and (d); § 91.27{c);
and § 91.173{a} and {d}

This amendment requires that all
affected aircraft modIfied with _
additional fuel tanks in the passenger or
a baggage compartment, under Part 43 of
the FAR. physically have on board the
aircraft a copy of the required FAA
Form 337. This includes aircraft
previously not required to have an FAA
Form 337 for fuel tank installations

when operating with a special flight
permit for the purpose of delivery or
export. This amendment also requires
that the owner or operator of an aircraft
with such fuel tanks present the FAA
Form 337 for inspection by any law
enforcemer.t officer.

This amendment provides one means
for FAA. Customs. and other
investigators to quickly obtain evidence
as to whether the additional tanks in the
aircraft are authorized or possibly
illegally installed. Enforcement action
can then be taken by the FAA and the
appropriate agency against persons
operating such aircraft. Action can also
be taken to prevent the aircraft from
being flown. This rule makes it possible
for Customs to concentrate interdiction
efforts on those aircraft modified with
unathorized fuel tank installations and
which are possibly being used for illegal
drug trafficking. By limiting Ihis rule to
aircraft modified with fuel tanks in the
passenger or baggage compartments.
which requires an FAA Form 337 under
Part 43. operators of aircraft with FAA
approved extended-range fuel tanks
located elsewhere in the aircraft (e.g.,
wing tip tanks) would not be required to
keep that authorization on board the
aircraft.

Discussion of Comments

General
Eighty commenters. representing the

views of the aviation community.
participated in this rulemaking.
Comments were submitted by individual
pilots and owners and operators of
aircraft including representatives of
some a,"iation and aircraft
manufacturers associations. Generallv.
the commenters support Customs' ~
objective to stop tbe flow of illegal drugs
into the United States by air. However.
most comrnenters disagree as to what
amendments should be adopted and
who should comply with them. Some
commenters disagree with all the
amendments or recommend proposals
which are outside the scope of the
NPRM. The majority of the commenters
address the proposed amendments
separately and give reasons which
oppose a particular issue and either
concur in or withhold comments on the
other issues.

The comments from aviation
association representatives on the
amendments also range from full·
support as noted by the Airline Pilots
Association (ALPA) to "no merit" as the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) contends. Many commenters
contend that the FAA action will not
stop drug trafficking and question the
value of these amendments. They

contend that there are more effective
ways to stop drug smugglers such as
direct legislation against smugglers. The
commenters, however, fail to recognize
or acknowledge that the FAA action
proposed in Notice No. 86-9 is only a
part of the total U.S. Government on
going effort to actively suppress drug
smuggling, which includes law
enforcement agencies efforts of other
Departments such as the Treasury.
Justice. and Defense. These initiatives
carry out the mandates of Congress.
such as the Anti-Drug Abuse Act (Pub.
L. 99-570, October 27, 1986).

The pertinent comments and
cornmenters' recommendations
concerning each amendment are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
In addition. comments concerning the
time and cost of compliance are
discussed separately.

Registration Numbers

The majority of commenters object to
the requirement for displaying 12-inch
N-numbers on certain aircraft that
penelrale an ADIZ or DEWIZ. The
commenters contend that the
amendment imposes unnecessary costs
on owners and operators of aircraft
allowed to display smaller N-numbers
under § 45.29(bj, with no benefit to
legitimate operators who must pay for
an ineffective law which drug smugglers
can easily circumvent with temporary
and false marki.ngs. Also, operators of
some aircraft such as experimental
amateur-built, rotorcraft, gliders.
airsbips. and balloons feel that this
amendment should be limited to twin
engine, fixed-wing aircraft.

The FAA disagrees because, as stated
in the notice. there is an urgent need for
positive identification of all aircraft that
penetrate the defense zones, regardless
of size and configuration. However, it
should be noted that this amendment
only affects those aircraft that display
the ineffective small N·numbers and
penetrate the ADIZ or DEWIZ.
Additionally. to avoid unnecessary costs
to operators of the affected aircraft, a
90-day time period is provided for
compliance. This provides for sufficient
time in which the temporary or
permanent 12-inch N·numbers can be
affixed to aircraft affected.

A few commenters questioned why all
aircraft operating in Alaska must
display 12-inch marks since Alaska lies
entirely within an ADIZ while aircraft in
the contiguous United States may
display small N·numbers. However. the
rule applies to those aircraft that .
penetrate the ADIZ or DEWIZ.
Accordingly. aircraft allowed to display
small N-numbers in accordance with
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regulations, whether in the United
States or elsewhere. must affix 12-inch
N·numbers only if they are going to
penetrate an ADIZ or DEWIZ. Thus,
aircraft operating solely within the State
of Alaska will nol be required to display
12 inch N-numbers unless they depart on
and reenter the ADIZ.

Some commenters contend that the
amendment penalizes legitimate aircraft
operators while drug smugglers can
easily circumvent or violate the
regulation. The FAA disagrees because
most aircraft operators are required to
display 12-inch N-numbers under Part
45. Further, the FAA. in conjunction with
other law enforcement agencies,
aggressively investigates and takes
appropriate action on incidents
involving violations of the FAR.
Furthermore, under the new Anti-Drug
Abuse Act increased civil and criminal
penalties may be imposed on aircraft
operators involved in drug smuggling.
These penallies range up to $250,000 and
20 years in prison and include the
seizure and forfeiture of the aircraft. The
amendments to §§ 45.21 and 45.29 have
been adopted as proposed.

Identificotion Data Plates

With regard to the exterior location of
LD. piales and/or data. most
commenters contend generaHy that this
amendment is ineffective. impractical. or
redundant. A majority of the
commenters contend that the
amendments would be ineffective
because the rule can be easily
circumvented by falsifying the data on
the exterior surface of the aircraft. The
FAA does not agree since the FAA
penalties and the more recent
legislation, cited previously. are
expected to deter such violations.

Some commenters maintain that the
rule is impractical because repositioning
the existing I.D. plates or affixing a
second LD. plate could damage lhe
aircraft. especially those covered with
fabric. The FAA does not agree since
the rule does not require repositioning of
the originall.D. plates. which
conceivably could result in damage to
the aircraft. Also. both old and new
aircraft can have LO. plates affixed on
the exterior surface, as required. without
damaging even fabric-covered aircraft.

Some commenters claim that 1.0.
plates affixed to the exterior surface of
large aircraft would be too high to read
by an observer on the ground. Otbers
argue that there is no need to change the
LO. plate location on some rotor·craft.
open cockpit aircraft. and baHoons .
where the required LD. plate can be
viewed by an observer outside the
aircraft.

However. a~though LD. plates can be
viewed from the outside of some
aircraft. the FAA has determined that
lD. plates in a standard location on the
exterior surface adjacent to and aft of
the rear-most entrance door of an
aircraft provides for quick access to the
1.0. information, in addition to
precluding the need to gain access to the
inside of an aircraft.

With regard 10 the redundant data,
commenters contend that there is no
need to affix the same data in two
places on the same aircraft. therefore.
the status quo should be maintained or
the NPRM withdrawn.

The FAA disagrees because the lO.
information which is secured inside an
aircraft cannot be obtained readily, as
some contend, without gaining access to
the aircraft. The FAA has determined
that the standard exterior location is the
most effective location for LD. plates
and/or data. A standard location
provides quick access to the
identification data with the least impact
on the aviation community since most
aircraft owners and operators already
comply with that requirement. while
others can mark their aircraft
inexpensively as discussed in Notice
No. 81>-9.

Additionol Fuel Tank lnstollotions

The majority of commenters
responding to this amendment agreed
with the requirement to have the
compleled FAA Form 337 aboard an
aircraft modified in accordance wi th
Part 43 with fuel tanks in the passenger
or baggage compartments. Those
opposed contend that the amendment
imposes an unnecessary burden on
operators of aircraft that may be
modified with fuel tanks in accordance
with regulations which do not require
the use of an FAA Form 337 for
documenting major alternations.
Accordingly, they maintain that the rule
should exempt operators under Parts
121,127, or 135, as applicable.

The FAA considered the regulations
governing aircraft modified under other
applicable provisions. However.
approved documentation under a
continuous airworthiness maintenance
program may not be as suitable for
carriage on an aircraft as the FAA Form
337. For that reason. the proposed
amendment applied only to aircraft
modified pursuant to part 43 with fuel
tanks installed in the passenger or
baggage compartments. This
amendment adopts that proposal. The
new rule does not require
documentation for aircraft modified
under other provisions of the FAR.

Some commenters state that tile FAA
Form 337 can be easily falsified or that

an approved installation could be used
by a smuggler and that: either way. the
amendment has liltle value. The FAA
does not agree since violations of the,
applicable regulations. such as
unapproved equipment installations. are
vigorously pursued and enforced by the
FAA to maintain safety in air
operations. In addition. Customs
considers this amendment to be a
significant step toward cW'bing the use
of aircraft for drug smuggling.

Time for Compliance

Some commenters object that the
proposal does not provide sufficient
time for compliance and that this
creates an undue burden on owners and
operators because of the requirements
for ferrying and downtime. The FAA
agrees with these commenters. It was
planned to allow a period of 90 days
after the effective date for compliance
with the requirements for the display of
12-incb N-numbers and for the affixing
of LD. plate and/or data. In the NPRM.
however, the "October 6, 1986" date was
published in error apparently by using
the published date of July 10, 1986, as
the start of lbe 9O-day period. A
correction is made to allow sufficient
time for compliance.

To preclude an undue burden on
aircraft owners and operators. the 90
day period provides time for appropriate
N-numbers and the I.D. plate and/or
data to be affixed. The delayed
compliance time only applies to the
requirements for the display of 12-inch
N-numbers and the LD. plate and/or
data. The display of temporary 12-inch
markings is permitted for N·numbers, as
appropriate, and the method for affixing
data plate information on the exterior
surface of an aircraft is purposely
undefined to allow for economic
alternatives. such as painting or decals.

Cost ofComplionce

The majority of commenters object to
lhe cost that would be imposed by the
proposed 12-inch N·numbers and LO.
plate amendments. They contend that
the cost of compliance estimates are too
low. In addition, the commenters
indicate that the FAA cost estimates do
not reflect a loss of revenue caused by
ferrying and downtime.

The FAA disagrees with the
commenters that its cost estimates are
too low. The FAA believes its cost
estimates to be a good indicator of what
aircraft operators/owners impacted
would. on the average. incur. Moreover.
after careful examination of the
comments received on NPRM No. 86-9.
it has become apparent to the FAA that
the majority of the commenters
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apparently failed to consider the FAA
assumptions noted in the NPRM or as
detailed in the draft regulatory
evaluation in the docket. This
evaluation fully explains how the cost of
compliance estimates, which range
between $100 and $215. were derived
and contains a number of assumptions
on which these cost estimates are based.
Briefly, some of these assumptions are
based on the fact that only lhose aircraft
displaying small N-numbers under
§ 45.Z9. which includes aircraft
"grandfathered" by Amendments 45-13
and 45-15. would be impacted by the 12
inch N-numbers requirement when
penetrating the ADIZ or DEWIZ. It is
further assumed that all operators of
those "grandfathered" aircraft will be
required to display 12-inch N-numbers
only 1 or 2 years sooner than they
otherwise would be required because of
repainting, restoring, or changing the
marks. Therefore, the FAA evaluation
accurately reflects only that small
portion of the estimated $550 cost of
displaying 1Z-inch N-numbers. The net
result is that this rule will impact very
few aircraft since most aircraft would
s\\;tch to permanent 1Z-inch N-numbers
in that period.

The cost of compliance for Ihe J.D.
pldte amendment assumes that this data
inIormation would be painted on the
designated exterior of all existing
impacted aircraft for about $100 based
on conversations between FAA and
fixed base operators.

\'Vith regard to downtime and ferrying.
the FAA allows impacted aircraft
operators and owners a period of 90
days after the effective date of the fmal
rule to come inlo compliance. This
period of 90 days provides sufficient
time for impacted operators and owners
to comply with the rule without
incurring additional costs attributed to
downtime and ferrying. The intent of the
FAA has always been to allow a
reasonable period of time for impacted
parties to comply with the rule. It has
always been the policy of the FAA not
to impose undue cost burdens on parties
impacted by its regulatory efforts.

Summary ofComments
Most commenters oppose the

adoption of the amendments; however,
they have neither provided sufficient
justification for their positions nor
shown that withdrawing Notice No. 8~9
is in the public interest. It appears that
many commenters failed to consider the
reasons for adopting the amendments
provided in the NPRM. Many comments
objected that they must comply with the
amendments when, in fact. they are not
affected. For example. their aircraft will
not penetrate an ADIZ or DEWIZ. or the

1.0. plates are already affixed as
required. The new requirement for the
appropriate FAA Form 33710 be aboard
aircraft modified with certain fuel tanks
under Part 43 is favored by the majority
of the commenters and poses no
problem.

The FAA agrees with comments
requesting that it clarify and correct
errors. Therefore. the comments that the
FAA is accepting. and which the final
rule reflects, include an appropriate
compliance date and editorial changes
suggested to clarify the amendments as
proposed. Also. in response to
comments, the FAA has also
reevaluated and clarified the cost
impact where necessary.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

The regulatory evaluation prepared
for this rule examines the benefit and
cost aspects of the establishment of
identification, registration marking and
recording of major repair requirements
that impact general aviation aircraft.
The rule includes amendments to Parts
43. 45. and 91 of the FAR, which respond
to the Department or Treasury's request
for the following:

1. That. 90 days aner the effective
dale of this rule. 12-inch high nationality
and registration marks (N-numbers)
must be displayed on aircrailihat
penelrate an ADIZ or a DEWIZ:

2. That. 90 days after the effeclive
date of this rule. a civil aircraft
identification (J.D.) plate or its
information must be displayed in a
legible area on the fuselage exterior of
an aircraft either adjacent to and aft of
the rear-most entrance, or on the
fuselage near the tail surfaces; and

3. That. after the effeciive date of this
rule. a copy of the FAA Form 337
completed upon installation of fuel
tanks installed within the passenger
compartment or a baggage compartment
under Part 43 of the FAR be kept in the
aircraft by the owner or operator.

Costs
Estimates of the cost of compliance

with the amendments to Parts 43. 45.
and 91 have been developed by the
FAA. Cost estimates were obtained
primarily from civil aircraft
manufacturers and fixed based
operators.

This evaluation estimates that the
one-time cost of compliance associated
with the amendments to § 45.11 [1.0.
plate amendment) and § 45.Z9 (lZ-inch
N-number amendment) are expected to
range between $7 million and $8 million
(present discounted value of cost at 10
percent, 1987). The amendment to
§ 45.11 will impact an estimated 79.300

to 82,000 fixed-wing aircraft. rotorcraft.
and other types of affected civil aircraft
(blimps. balloons. and gliders) al a cost
of $100 each. Moreover. the amendment
to § 45.29 will affect an estimated 3.900
to 13,500 fixed-wing aircraft and
rotorcraft at a cost of 855 to $115 each.
respectively. Collectively. the cost of
compliance will range between $100 and
$Z15 per aircraft [1985 dollars).
Conversely. the amendments to
Appendix B of Part 43 [Recording of
Major Repairs and Major Alterations),
§ 91.Z7 [Ch il Aircraft: Certifications
Required). and § 91.173 [Maintenance
Records) are estimated to impose no
additional cost. Under this amendment.
this form is filled out in triplicate. rather
than duplicate. to provide for a copy to
be kept on board an aircraft modified
with a fuel tank in the passenger
compartment or a baggage compartment.
In addition. the amendment to § 45.21
(General) is eslimated to impose no
additional cost to owners and operators
of aircraft which may penetrate a
defense zone because it merely provides
for the option of using temporary or
permanent 12-inch markings rather than
an additional requirement.

Benefits

The anticipated benefits of the
amendments include the following: (1)
improved positive identification of those
aircraft previously allowed to display
small N-numbers when penetrating the
ADiZ or DEWIZ: [Z) improved
verification of aircraft identification and
enhanced ability of inspectors to
determine noncompliance. such as
whether a suspect ajrcraft had been
stolen or the N-numbers falsified; and
(3) increased effectiveness of Customs
in concentrating interdiction efforts on
suspicious aircraft not authorized to
operate with fuel tanks installed in the
passenger compartment or a baggage
compartment. The FAA has been unable
to quantitatively determine the extent to
which Customs' drug interdiction efforts
will be enhanced by this rule and
resulting benefils. This difficulty is
largely attributed to the fact that
benefits of Customs' drug enforcement
efforts represent a public good. This
good does not subject itself to market
evaluation. Thus. it is extremely difficult
to e\'aluate these benefits in monetary
terms. An indication of the potential
benefits that could accrue from reduced
drug abuse activity, due to enhanced
drug interdiction, is shown in a 1984
report by the Research Triangle
Institute. Tbe report revealed that the
economic cost to society of drug abuse
amounts to approximately $64 billion
annually.
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Safety benefits are also expected to
accrue from this rule. These benefits Bre
related to the lowering of fatalities and
serious injuries associated with
operation of civil aircraft in active drug
trafficking areas. A review of the
National Transportation Safety Board's
data base for drug·related accidents
revealed that 127 fatalities and 33
serious injuries occurred between 1975
and 1984. During this period, these
statistics equated to an annual average
of 13 fatalities and 3 serious injuries
related to drug trafficking activity. The
rule is expected to have a positive
impact on these grim statistics. though
to what extent is not known by the FAA.

The regulatory evaluation that has
been placed in the docket contains
information in more detail related to
costs and benefits that are expected to
accrue from the implementation of this
rule.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The FAA has detecrnined that, under
the criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility
Act of 1980. the amendments contained
in this rule are not expected to have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. The
responsibility for marking or providing
LD. plate information on existing
aircraft is placed directly on the owner
or operator of the aircraft. However, for
new aircraft, the LD. plate responsibility
is placed on the applicant for
airworthiness certificate, usually the
manufacturer. This amendment will
impose no additional cost on
manufacturers since it only requires that
the J.D. plate be located on the exterior
rather than interior of the aircraft The
majority of small entities impacted by
this rule represent operators of
unscheduled aircraft for hire. These
operators are expected to incur a one
time compliance cost ranging between
$155 and $215. These costs are far below
the annualized threshold of significant
regula lory cost of $3.540. Therefore. this
rule will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities.

International Trade Impact Statement

All foreign and domestic
manufactured aircraft sold in the United
States need to be identified in
accordance with the provisions of this
rule. The cost of marking the aircraft is
borne by individual domestic o\vners or
operators only. This mle will not have
an impact on trade opportunities for U.S.
firms doing business overseas or for
foreign firms doing business in the
United States.

Conclusion

The amendments contained in this
FAA document involve only the cost of
affixing N·numbers or data to aircraft
belonging to a minor part of the aviation
community. The benefits are
unquanlifiable in that the amendment
will enhance safety as well as assist
Customs in its drug interdiction efforts
as requested. The cost imposed on small
entities are below the annualized
threshold of significant regulatory COStS

Therefore, I certify that under the
crileria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.
these amendments do not have a
significant economic impact, positive or
negative, on a substantial number of
small entities. and a regulatory
flexibility analysis is not required. In
addition, for the same.-reasons, the ..
amendments do not involve a major rule
under Executive Order 12291. Because it
involves important DOT policy. the rule
is considered significant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; February 26, 1979). A copy of
the regulatory evaluation for this action
is contained in the regulatory docket. A
copy of it may be obtained by contacting
the person identified under the caption
"FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects

14 CFR Part 43

Aircraft.

14 CFR ParI 45

Nationality.

14 CFR Part 91

Aircraft. Airworthiness directives and
standards.

Adoption of the Amendment.

In consideration of the foregolng.
Parts 43, 45, and 91 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR Parts 43.
45, and 911 are amended as follows:

PART 43-MAINTENANCE,
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE,
REBUILDING, AND ALTERATION

1. The authority citation for Part 43
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. ]354. 1421 through 1430.
49 U.S.C. 106(g) (Revised Pub. L. 97-449,
January 12. 1983).

2. Appendix B is amended by revising
the introductory lexI of paragraph (aJ
and adding a new paragraph (d) to read
as follows:

Appendix B-Recording of Major
Repairs and Major Alterations

(a) Except as pro\ided in paragraphs (h).
(e), and (d) of this appendix. each person

performing a major repair or major alteration
shall-

(d) For extended-range fuel tanks installed
within the passenger compartment or a
baggage compartment. the person who
performs the work and the person authorized
to appro\-e the work by § 43.7 of this part
shall execute an FAA Form 337 in at least
triplicate. One {ll copy of the FAA Form 337
shall be placed on board the aircraft as
specified in § 91.1fi3 of Ihis chapter. The
remaining forms s all be distributed as
required by paragraph (aJ [2) and (3) or (e) (1)
and (2l of this paragr3ph as appropriate.

PART 45-IDENTIFICATION AND
REGISTRATION MARKING

3. The authority citation for Part 45
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1348. 1354, 1401. 1402.
1421,1423, and 1522; 49 U.S.C. 106(8)
(Revised. Pub. L. 97-449. January 12, 1963).

4. Section 45.11 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) and adding a new
paragraph (d) to read as follows:

§ 45.11 General.
(a) Aircraft and aircraft engines.

Aircraft covered under § 21.182 of this
chapter must be identified, and each
person who manufacturers an aircraft
engine under a type or production
certificate shall identify that engine, by
means of a fireproof plale that has the
information specified in § 45.13 of this
part marked on it by etching, stamping,
engraving. or other approved method of
fireproof marking. The identification
plate for aircraft must be secured in
such a manner that it will not likely be
defaced or removed during normill
service. or lost or destroyed m an
accident. Except as provided in
paragraphs (c] and (d) of this section.
the aircraft identification plate must be
secured to the aircraft fuselage exterior
so that it is legible to a person on the
ground. and must be either adjacent to
and aft of the rear-most entrance door or
on the fuselage surface near the tail
surfaces. For aircraft engines. the
identification plate must be affixed to
the engine at an accessible location in
such a manner that it will not likely be
defaced or removed during normal
service, or lost or destroyed in an
accident.
• •

(dJ On aircraft manufactured before
December 8. 1987, the identification
plate required by paragraph (al of this
section may be secured at an accessible
exterior or interior location near an
entrance, if the model designation and
builder's serial number are also
displayed on the aircraft fuselage
exterior. The model designation and
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builder's serial number must be legible
to a person on the ground and must be
localed either adjacent to and aft of the
rear~most entrance door or on the
fuselage near the tail surfaces. The
model designation and builder's serial
numher must be displayed in such a
manner that they are not likely to be
defaced or remo\"ed during nannal
service.

5. Section 45.21 is amended by
re,isingjlaragraph (dl(3) to read as
follows'

§ 45.21 General

(d)' , •
(3) It is marked temporarily to meet

the requirements of § 45.22(c){l) or
45.29{h) of this par~ or both.

6. Section 45.29 is amended by
revising the introductory text of
paragraph (b) and adding a new
paragraph (h) 10 read as follows:

§ 45.29 Size of Marks.
•

[b) Height. Except as provided in
paragraph (h) of this part, the nationality
and registration marks must be of equal
height and 00-

(h) After December 8.1987. each
operator of an aircraft penetrating an
ADIZ or DEWIZ shall display on that
aircraft temporary or permanent
nationality and registration marks at
least 12 inches high.

PART 91-GENERAL OPERATING AND
FLIGHT RULES

7. The authority citation for Pan 91
continues to read as follows:

Authoril~, 49 U.S.C. 1301(71. 1303. 1344.
1348,1352 through 1355. 1401. 1421 through
1431,1471,1472.1502. 1510. 1522. and 2121
through 21.25; Articles 12. 29, 31, and 32(a) of
the Convention on International Civil
Aviation (61 SA. 1180); 42 U.s.C. 4321 et
seq.; E.O. 11514; 49 U.S.C. 106[g) (Revised
Pub. L 97-149. January 12, 1903).

8. Section 91.27 is amended by adding
s n~w paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§91.27 Clvif aircraft: Certifications
required.

•
(c) No person may operate an aircraft

with a fuel tank installed within the
passenger compartment or a baggage .
compartment unless the installation was
accomplished pursuant to Part 43 of this
chapter. and a copy of FAA Form 337
authorizing that installation is on board
the aircraft.

9. Section 91.173 is amended by
revising paragraph (c) and adding a new
paragraph (d) to read as follows;

§ 91.113 Maintenance record!t-

(c) The owner or operator sbalt make
all maintenance records required to be
kept by this section available for
inspection by the Administrator or any
authorized representative of the
National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB). In addition. the owner or
operator shall present the Fonn 337
described in paragraph (d) of this
section for inspection upon request of
any law enforcement officer.

(d) When a fuel tank is installeu
within the passenger compartment or a
baggage compartment pursuant to Part
43. a copy of the FAA Form 337 shall be
kept on board the modified aircraft hy
the owner or operator.

Issued in Washington, D.C., on SPplember
1.1987.

T. Allan McArtor,

AdmimiJ!rotor.

{FR Doc. 87-20606 Filed lHHl7; 8,45 am)
BtlUNG CODE. '810-13-11
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